Temporal interactions in the Lewis lung tumour between cytotoxic drugs and acute or fractionated radiotherapy.
The suggestion was examined, that acute irradiation might be combined with some cytotoxic drugs to produce a supra-additive antitumour effect by timing the second treatment to coincide with the period of repopulation by tumour cells that survived the first treatment. The possible interaction of fractionated irradiation with drugs was also studied. Lewis lung tumours were treated in vivo with acute radiation (20 Gy) and 1-(2-chloroethyl)-3-(4-methyl cyclohexyl)-1-nitrosourea (MeCCNU, 10 mg X kg-1), cyclophosphamide (CY, 120 mg X kg-1) or cis-dichlorodiammine platinum (cis-Pt, 10 mg X kg-1) with time intervals ranging from simultaneous to 9 days in either sequence. Tumour response was measured by regrowth delay and combination responses were evaluated relative to calculated "additivity envelopes". With CY and cis-Pt, tumour volume response was approximately additive, whether the drugs were administered simultaneously, or up to 7 days before or after radiation. However, with simultaneous administration, MeCCNU and radiation were supra-additive in terms of volume response, although only additive using a clonogenic cell survival assay. A transplantation experiment suggested that the supra-additive volume response may be due to retarded growth rate in regrowing tumours. In the fractionation studies, drugs were given either at the beginning or at the end of a regime of 5 daily 6 Gy doses. With CY and MeCCNU the drugs were more effective when given with the first radiation dose, but with cis-Pt either regime was equally effective. There was no evidence that repopulation could be exploited to improve therapeutic effect with any of the combination treatments used in this study.